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When might religious belief lower ethical standards? We propose a theory of religion and immorality that makes 3 central predictions. First, people will judge immoral acts as more permissible when they make *divine attributions* for these acts, seeing them as enabled by an intervening God. Second, people will be more likely to make divine attributions when evaluating passive immorality (e.g., keeping a lost wallet) than active immorality (e.g., pick-pocketing) because human action makes people less likely to infer God’s agency. Third, believers will be more likely than nonbelievers to perpetrate passive immorality, because they feel justified taking advantage of God’s beneficence. Thirteen studies support these predictions. Our findings show that people who attribute events to God judge morally questionable behaviors more leniently (Study 1), American states with more prayer groups have higher rates of crime (Study 2), and experimentally manipulated divine attributions lead people to see selfish and harmful behavior as less immoral (Study 3). Divine attributions—and corresponding moral permissibility—are more likely with passive immorality than with active immorality (Studies 4–7). Compared with nonbelievers, believers are more likely to justify their own passive immorality (Study 8), and to commit everyday acts of passive immorality such as parking across multiple spaces (Study 9) and keeping overdue library books (Study 10). A novel behavioral economics task reveals that although passive immorality is not affected by religious priming, it does correlate with self-reported religious belief (Studies 11–13). Finally, an internal meta-analysis supports our predictions.
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In 2014, Reese Werkhoven, Cally Guasti, and Lara Russo bought a couch for $55 from a Salvation Army store. At first the couch seemed perfectly ordinary, if a little lumpy. But the roommates soon realized that the lumps were actually envelopes stuffed with $100 bills. After excitedly pulling out the money, they were faced with an ethical dilemma: should they keep it? The roommates ended up returning the money to its rightful owner—an elderly woman whose husband had stashed their savings in the couch before passing away. Upon receiving the cash, she speculated that “this is my husband looking down on me and this was supposed to happen.”

The widow’s assumption of divine intervention seems harmless at first, but consider what would have happened if Reese, Cally, and Lara had seen the money as a gift from above. The roommates could have easily assumed that God had sent them the couch to help Lara pay off her debt or help Reese provide for his parents. Yet if they had made these attributions, they would have kept the cash for themselves and deprived a widow of her savings. Matthew 7:7 says “Keep on asking, and you will receive what you ask for. Keep on seeking, and you will find. Keep on knocking, and the door will be opened to you.” However, windfalls sometimes come at the expense of others, and a door that opens for you may be a door slammed upon your neighbor.

The case of the lumpy couch speaks to a more general debate over whether religion encourages good or evil. On the one hand, most people around the world claim that belief in God is essential to being a moral person (Pew Research Center, 2014). On the other, many atheists claim that religion makes people crueler: As Christopher Hitchens said, “we keep being told that religion, whatever its imperfections, at least instills morality. On every side, there is conclusive evidence that the contrary is the case and that faith causes people to be more mean [and] more selfish.”

Unfortunately, Hitchens—and most other pundits of religion and morality—seldom collected data. If they did, they would see that past studies show no clear direct link between religion and morality. In this spirit, we pivot from the question of “Does religion make people bad?” to “When does religion encourage...
immorality?" Inspired by situations like the roommates' couch dilemma, we explore how people's attributions of God's will can lead them to justify stealing lost wallets, keeping overdue library books, and cheating on exams.

Our studies suggest that believers can justify questionable behavior when they believe in a God who intervenes in specific circumstances to help people, and when there is no clear person responsible. In cases like finding an envelope of cash, an overdue library book, or money in a lumpy couch, believers in an intervening God may not see immorality but instead a gift from above. After all, who are we to second-guess divine provenance?

**Religion and Morality Contain Multitudes**

Does God make you good? People do both virtuous and evil things in the name of God, with both saints and suicide bombers claiming divine inspiration. Empirical data on religion and prosociality are just as unclear, with studies suggesting positive (Brooks, 2006; Putnam & Campbell, 2010), negative (Paul, 2005; Zuckerman, 2008), and null correlations (Batson, Oleson, Weeks, Healy, & Reeves, 1989, 1993; Darley & Batson, 1973). Similarly, religious people are more likely than their secular counterparts to condemn some acts of harm (Heiphetz, Lane, Waytz, & Young, 2016; Piazza & Sousa, 2014) but less likely to condemn others (Bushman, Ridge, Das, Key, & Busath, 2007; Johnson, Rowatt, & Labouff, 2010). These mixed results suggest that there may be no direct effect of religion on morality, and that focusing on the global question of "Does God makes you good" might be unproductive (Jong, 2015; McKay & Whitehouse, 2015). We might be better served by looking for the specific forms of religion that might encourage or discourage morality, as well as the forms of morality that might be more common or less common with religion.

One popular approach to studying religion and morality focuses on a single form of "morality"—prosocial behavior—but divides up "religion" to study differences between moralizing gods (e.g., the Abrahamic God) and nonmoralizing gods. According to some theories, the emergence of moralizing gods encouraged unprecedented large-scale cooperation, enabling small tribal societies to serve the Abrahamic God) and nonmoralizing gods. According to some hypotheses, experiments have found that brief religious "primes" in societies with moralizing gods encourage people to donate more in economic games and actively cheat less in laboratory paradigms (Aveyard, 2014; Hadnes & Schumacher, 2012; Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008; Piazza, Bering, & Ingram, 2011; Pichon, Boccato, & Saroglou, 2007, Study 2; Randolph-Seng & Nielsen, 2007; Shariff & Norenzyan, 2007).

Another approach to studying religion and morality keeps "religion" a single construct but divides up "morality" into different moral values. For example, Graham and Haidt (2010) theorized that religious people emphasize a broader set of moral values compared with their secular counterparts (see also Bruce, 2013). Graham and Haidt (2010) focus particularly on the values of loyalty, authority, and purity, which they claim are especially important to religious individuals, and can explain why religious people donate more to charity and volunteer more in their community than their secular counterparts.

These approaches offer valuable nuances to the study of religion and morality, but they share two limitations. First, many studies deconstruct either "religion" or "morality," but few deconstruct both at the same time. Some theoretical work has discussed nuances within both of these constructs (McKay & Whitehouse, 2015), but much of this work—along with other past literature—suffers from a second limitation: it almost exclusively focuses on how religious belief encourages forms of morality.

Theories of moralizing gods and religious values help explain when religious people will donate more to anonymous strangers or comply with social norms, but not when religious people may be less kind or generous or less likely to follow prosocial norms (Galén, 2012; Greer, Berman, Varan, Bobrycki, & Watson, 2005; Leach, Berman, & Eubanks, 2008).

Here, we deconstruct both religion and morality to understand when religious belief might predict behaviors that most people would call immoral—such as justifying and perpetrating self-serving harms. We suggest that belief in an intervening God (vs. a nonintervening God) might be one key ingredient that allows believers to permit and perpetrate harmful behavior. Because people view God as unquestionably moral (Heiphetz et al., 2016; Heiphetz, Lane, Waytz, & Young, 2018), they are less likely to second-guess or change harmful circumstances if they believe these circumstances are the result of divine will. These divine attributions may be especially likely in harmful situations that lack a clearly responsible human agent because this encourages people to see God as responsible—and seeing God’s good will at work allows earthly injustice to be justified.

**An Intervening God May Encourage Immorality**

Most people want to be generous and kind, but sometimes it is hard to pass up selfishness. It is especially tempting to be selfish when self-serving circumstances seem meant to be. It might feel like a sign when your browser window shuts down on the last page of filing taxes, or when a blizzard unexpectedly arrives on the day of your jury duty. You need not be religious to feel a little superstitious in these cases, especially because superstition serves your interests. However, believing in an intervening God might encourage immorality by transforming earthly temptation into Heaven-sent signs. This is even more likely when people perceive God as actively intervening to help them. In the two cases above, for instance, people who believe in an intervening God could easily see God as responsible for their tax-avoiding computer
troubles or jury-skipping blizzard. Moreover, because “God is good,” these divine attributions may lead them to deem their own misbehavior—or even other people’s self-serving misbehaviors—as less immoral.

Of course, what exactly constitutes “immorality” is a matter of perception. Some people may not see cheating on taxes or skipping jury duty as especially immoral, and it is precisely this subjectivity that allows acts to seem permissible when arranged by God. When we use the term “immoral” in this paper, we are referring to behaviors that violate widely held cultural norms (Gelfand & Jackson, 2016) and cause some degree of perceived harm, whether personal or societal (Schein & Gray, 2018)—both skipping jury duty and cheating on taxes would fit this description. When laypeople make these harm-related moral judgments, they must integrate perceptions of intention (Foot, 1967; Gray, Jenkins, Heberlein, & Wegner, 2011), suffering (Schein & Gray, 2015), and causation (Hume, 2006). Our theory focuses on perceptions of causation: we suggest that harmful acts seem less immoral (and therefore more permissible) when people make divine attributions for the causes of these acts. Consider again the case of the lumpy couch: in one interpretation of this scenario, Reese, Cally, and Lara are causally responsible for any harm that befalls the widow. However, people who see divine intervention might see God as causally responsible for event (i.e., God put the money in the couch for the roommates to find), allowing the roommates to escape responsibility for any wrongdoing.

Some studies offer support for the role of divine attributions in justifying immorality. Believers may be more likely to aggress against out-groups vilified in the bible (Johnson et al., 2010), and are more likely to blast someone with noise after reading a bible passage endorsing aggression (Bushman et al., 2007). Of course, while participants in the noise blast experiment were explicitly reminded about God, believers in real life must infer His hand behind events. People’s assumptions about God’s goodness makes it seem unlikely that believers would see His hand behind many immoral events, even when their outcomes are self-serving; instead, people may make divine attributions most readily when human causation is ambiguous—what we term passive immorality.

Past research supports the potential link between passive immorality and divine attributions. People are motivated to attribute events to the actions of a single intentional agent (Rosset, 2008). The most obvious intentional agent is usually another human being (Oldridge, 2004; Tannenbaum, Uhlmann, & Diermeier, 2011), but when it proves difficult to find a person to hold accountable, believers often look toward the heavens (Laurin, Shariff, Henrich, & Kay, 2012). The urge to find an intentional agent is especially strong for harmful events (Knobe, 2003), and people will often see the hand of God behind suffering (Gray & Wegner, 2010). We extend this logic to consider when people might make divine attributions when evaluating immoral behavior. When immorality has a clear human culprit—like in the case of pick-pocketing—God’s hand seems unlikely. But in cases of passive immorality—like finding a wallet on the street—divine attributions are much more likely.

If passive immorality encourages divine attributions, then believers might be more likely than nonbelievers to permit and perpetrate passive immorality. Of course, as we discussed above, religious belief has many elements that promote prosociality, including beliefs in a punitive and monitoring God (Johnson, 2016; Norenzayan et al., 2016) and a rigid deontological view of moral principles (Shariff, Piazza, & Kramer, 2014). Although these elements may steer believers away from active forms of immorality, they are less relevant in passive immorality in which God’s beneficence may be more salient. Consider the mindset of a pickpocket versus someone finding a wallet: The religious pickpocket will be keenly aware that God is watching—and might punish—his transgression. But the religious wallet-finder will be more attuned to whether God wanted him to find the wallet, which would encourage him to keep it.

The Present Research

Overview of Predictions

Thirteen studies examine when religious believers will permit and engage in immorality. In particular, we test three predictions: First, people who make divine attributions for immoral acts should see them as permissible. Second, making divine attributions for immorality should be most common in cases of passive immorality—when there is no clear human agency—because this makes it easier to infer God’s agency. Third, because believers can make divine attributions for passive immorality, they should be more likely than nonbelievers to perpetrate these acts.

Prediction 1: Divine Attributions Encourage Immorality

Studies 1–3 tests whether seeing the hand of God behind earthly events can make immorality seem more permissible. In light of past work linking religion with prosociality, we suggest that religiosity in general may encourage moral strictness, but that divine attributions should encourage moral permissibility (see Figure 1). Study 1 supports this prediction using a large online survey—and also establishes that individual differences in divine attributions are distinct from several related constructs. More support for this prediction comes from archival analyses (Study 2) and an experimental manipulation of divine attribution (Study 3).
Prediction 1: Divine Attributions Encourage Immorality

Studies 1–3 test whether seeing the hand of God behind earthly events made immorality seem more permissible. Study 1 developed a new measure of divine attributions, Study 2 conducted an archival analysis of religiosity and crime, and Study 3 experimentally manipulated divine attributions.

Method

Participants. The lack of prior relevant research made it difficult for us to estimate a specific effect size in our power analysis. We recruited 500 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, which gave us >99% power to detect a medium-sized effect of $f^2 = .15$ and 71% power to detect a small effect of $f^2 = .02$. Three participants did not complete the study, leaving a final

Internal Meta-Analysis

Following these 13 studies, an internal meta-analysis summarizes support for our key predictions: (a) divine attributions positively predict moral permissibility while the remaining variance in religious belief negatively predicts moral permissibility, (b) divine attributions are stronger for passive immorality than active immorality—especially for believers, and (c) religious belief may consistently discourage active immorality, but can encourage the moral permissibility of passive immorality, especially when people judge their own behavior.

Testing Prediction 1: Divine Attributions Encourage Immorality

Studies 1–3 tested whether seeing the hand of God behind earthly events made immorality seem more permissible. Study 1 developed a new measure of divine attributions, Study 2 conducted an archival analysis of religiosity and crime, and Study 3 experimentally manipulated divine attributions.
sample of four hundred ninety-seven participants (242 men; 255 women; $M_{age} = 38.82, SD = 13.06$).1

**Ethics statement.** All studies in this paper were approved by the Office of Human Ethics at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; 15–3184: Desire and Decision Making.

**Procedure.** Participants evaluated a series of moral transgressions before completing a series of religion scales in counterbalanced order: (a) divine attributions, (b) global religious belief, (c) intrinsic religiosity, and (d) views of God. Participants then filled out demographics and were debriefed.

**Measures.**

**Moral permissibility.** To assess moral permissibility, we adapted five scenarios from Greene and colleagues (2001) in which someone could make a self-serving but potentially immoral decision. The decisions were (a) putting false information on their resume to get a coveted job, (b) writing off personal expenses as business expenses, (c) insider trading, (d) using a personal relationship with a judge to win a law case, and (e) keeping a lost wallet during a time of need, rather than returning it to the owner. Participants rated each decision on a scale from 1 (not at all immoral) to 7 (very immoral). We reverse-coded this scale, so that higher scores indicated more permissibility.

A factor analysis of participants’ responses across the five scenarios revealed a robust one-factor solution, with one factor explaining 58% of variance (Eigenvalue = 2.90), and no other factors explaining more than 13% of variance (Eigenvalues < .65). We therefore combined the five responses into a single index ($\alpha = .82$).

**Global religious belief.** To measure global religious belief, we used the supernatural beliefs scale (SBS), a 10-item measure ($\alpha = .97$) often used as a measure of global religious belief (Jong, Bluemke, & Halberstadt, 2013). The SBS contains a series of statements regarding the existence of supernatural entities (e.g., There exists an all-loving, all-knowing, all-powerful God). Although this measure is oriented toward Christian religious beliefs, 98% of religious participants in our sample identified as Christian, and so we considered it to be appropriate. We discuss the potential for cross-cultural differences in this paper’s general discussion.

**Divine attributions.** To assess people’s tendency to make divine attributions above and beyond their global religious belief, we developed a measure in which participants chose the ending of 10 sentences with one of three alternatives—one detailing no divine intervention, one detailing indirect divine intervention, and one detailing direct divine intervention. For example, “when a person of faith is hoping to have a child, God...” (a) “doesn’t directly intervene, allowing the person to try conception with their partner,” (b) makes sure that the person and their partner are fertile, so that they can conceive,” and (c) “directly and immediately arranges for the woman to become pregnant.” Our measure of divine attributions was internally consistent ($\alpha = .93$), with a factor analysis revealing a robust one-factor solution, with one factor explaining 63% of variance (Eigenvalue = 6.32) and no other factors explaining more than 7% of variance (Eigenvalues < .70). This scale is listed in Appendix A.

Participants were generally unlikely to make direct divine interventions—the scale had an average of 1.23 with a large positive skew (skewness = 1.58). However, a substantial number of participants did score above the scale’s midpoint ($n = 103$), indicating variance in divine attributions. Participants’ open-ended evaluations of the scale indicated that people understood the scale and did not have difficulty completing it, although some participants noted that the scale was oriented toward Judeo-Christian believers—a limitation we acknowledge. We also note that when people make divine attributions in our measure, it does not rule out attributions to nondenive sources (e.g., biology, society, personal agency), as research shows that people attribute events to multiple causes (Legare & Gelman, 2008; Lupfer & Layman, 1996).

**Other measures of religiosity.**

**Intrinsic religiosity.** We measured intrinsic religiosity using Gorsuch and MacPherson’s (1989) updating of Allport and Ross’s (1967) religious orientation measure. This scale contains 10 items—three of which are reverse scored—such as “My religious beliefs are what really lie behind my whole approach to life” and “It doesn’t matter what I believe so long as I lead a good life” (R) that are designed to capture individuals’ intrinsic faith. Participants rated each item on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The measure has been used extensively, and typically shows high reliability. In this study, however, the scale’s three reverse scored items did not load highly with the other items and factored separately in an exploratory factor analysis using varimax rotation (with eigenvalues of 5.94 and 1.87, respectively). Rather than use these reverse coded items in a separate scale, we dropped them from analysis and only used the nonreversed items, which showed high reliability ($\alpha = .97$) and loaded onto a single factor (Eigenvalue = 5.78, 83% of variance explained). See Cohen and colleagues (2017) for more information on this scoring of intrinsic religiosity.

---

1 Two participants reported ages over two hundred years old and were not included in our age calculations.
Views of God. We measured participants’ views of God using Shariff and Norenzayan’s (2011) scale (see also Johnson, Okun, & Cohen, 2015). Participants rated the extent to which each of 14 adjectives was characteristic of how they viewed God on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all characteristic) to 7 (very characteristic). This scale is two-dimensional, where some items show God as loving and forgiving (“Loving,” “Forgiving,” “Gentle”) and others show God as angry and punitive (“Harsh,” “Punishing”). In our sample, loving views of God correlated positively with harsh views of God, $r = .45$, $p < .001$. This is not surprising, because nonbelievers rated God as low in both lovingness and punitiveness.

Correlations between scales and analytic strategy. Before fitting models, we analyzed our interscale correlation and probed for potential multicollinearity. The zero-order correlation matrix between scales is presented in Table 1.

Interitem correlations revealed moderate correlations between divine attributions and other measures of religiosity, but these correlations did not exceed .45, suggesting discriminant validity between divine attributions and other measures of religious belief. In contrast, global beliefs and intrinsic religiosity were highly intercorrelated ($r = .86$), suggesting that these measures tapped similar constructs. Views of a loving God were also highly correlated with intrinsic religiosity and global religious belief.

Results

How do divine attributions and religious beliefs predict moral judgment? Zero-order correlations showed that global religious belief correlated negatively with ratings of moral permissibility, $r = -.18$, $p < .001$, but divine attributions showed no correlation, $r = .05$, $p = .26$. However, divine attributions and global religious belief were correlated, $r = .38$, $p < .001$, making it difficult to interpret these correlations.

We next conducted a multiple regression that allowed us to test the independent effects of divine attributions, global religious belief, and views of God on perceived moral permissibility. As predicted, divine attributions predicted increased moral permissibility of the scenarios, whereas global religious belief predicted decreased moral permissibility. See Table 2. This effect—also displayed in Figure 3—was robust to whether divine attributions were modeled alongside the SBS or intrinsic religiosity, and neither participants’ views of a loving God nor a punishing God predicted ratings of moral permissibility.

Discussion

Study 1 supported our prediction: people making divine attributions viewed morally questionable behaviors as permissible, whereas global religious belief predicted decreased permissibility. This study also confirmed that divine attributions were distinct from global religious belief, intrinsic religiosity, and views of a loving and forgiving (vs. harsh and punitive) God. In sum, people who think that God often directly intervenes in situations also believe that it is permissible enjoy the benefits of morally questionable situations. We next examined whether this effect would replicate in state-level crime data.

Study 2: Prayer Group Attendance and Religious Belief Divergently Predict Crime Rates

Study 2 tested whether the average level of divine attributions within a U.S. state positively predicts that state’s crime level, and whether the level of global religious beliefs negatively predicts crime levels. To separate divine attributions from aspects of global religious belief, we analyzed three different variables: (a) statewide prayer group attendance, (b) the importance of religion in people’s lives, and (c) service attendance. We reasoned that prayer groups often involve people asking God to intervene in their lives and therefore tap divine attributions. Conversely, the general importance of religion and service attendance should better tap global religious belief. While we acknowledge that not all prayer is petitionary (Ladd & Spilka, 2002, 2006), past studies have found that the general frequency of prayer robustly correlates with petitionary prayer (Bänziger, Uden, & Janssen, 2008). We therefore hypothesized that prayer group attendance would predict higher crime rates, whereas other forms of religious belief would predict lower crime rates.

Method

All variables were at the state level and drawn from large American national databases.

Prayer group attendance. To operationalize divine attributions, we used the 2014 Pew Religious Landscape Survey, which asked 35,000 Americans from all 50 states to rate how frequently they participated in prayer or religious study groups using a 1–4 scale, with anchors at 1 (seldom/never), 2 (several times a year), 3 (once or twice a month), and 4 (at least once a week). We computed a weighted score for each state by multiplying each scale value by the percentage of people who indicated that value (i.e., if 23% of people indicated “1,” this would be represented as $.23 \times 1$), and then summing the values. The

\[ r = .38, \quad p < .001 \]
resulting index was a continuous measure where higher values represented higher state-level prayer group attendance.

**Global religious belief.** To operationalize global religious belief, we used another item from the 2014 Pew Religious Landscape Survey, which asked Americans to rate how important religion was in their life on a scale from 1–4, with anchors at 1 (not at all important), 2 (not too important), 3 (somewhat important), and 4 (very important). We computed a weighted score for each state using the same method as our divine attribution measure.

**Service attendance.** To operationalize service attendance, we used yet another item in the 2014 Pew Religious Landscape Survey, which asked participants how often they attended religious services on a scale of 1–3, with anchors at 1 (seldom/never), 2 (once or twice a month/a few times a year), and 3 (at least once per week). We computed a statewide score using this information in the same method that we computed our other religiosity statewide scores, with a resulting index that ranged from 1–3.

**Crime.** To assess statewide measures of crime, we used data from FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) database. Crime data has been stored in the UCR each year since 1958, so for greatest consistency with our measures of religiosity, we sampled data from the 2013–2014 wave of data collection. This wave includes data on murder and manslaughter, forcible rape (based on two definitions), robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft. Crime rates are represented as frequency of crimes per 100,000 people to avoid confounding criminal activity with population size.

**Covariates.** To control for other influences on religious belief and crime, we also included states’ average incomes (2014 gross state income per capita from the Bureau of Economic Analysis), education levels (percentage of people to graduate with a bachelors degree from the 2014 U.S. Census), and inequality (Gini coefficients from the 2014 U.S. Census). No other variables were added to avoid multicollinearity.

**Results**

**Global religious belief, prayer group attendance, and crime.** In a multiple regression that included wealth, inequality, education, prayer group attendance, global religious belief, and service attendance, prayer group attendance was significantly positively correlated with crime rate. Unstandardized betas indicated that for every one unit increase in prayer group attendance (on a 1–4 scale), states would be expected to have 2,924 more crimes per 100,000 people. Global religious belief was negatively but non-significantly correlated with crime rates. See Table 3 for a display of all model coefficients.

**Replicating without outliers.** Further analysis showed that these results were substantively unchanged when removing Washington, DC from the analyses, which represented a potential outlier with a crime rate of 6108.6 crimes per 100,000 compared with the next highest state (New Mexico), which had 4317.8 crimes for every 100,000 people. Prayer group attendance remained a significant positive predictor of crime, \( b = 2331, SE = 790, t(43) = 2.95, p = .005, \) and importance of religion remained a nonsignificant negative predictor, \( b = -308, SE = 915, t(43) = -0.34, p = .74. \) These effects are graphed in Figure 4.

**Correlations.** For completeness, we also report zero-order correlations. Global religious belief and overall crime were positively correlated, \( r = .31, p = .03, \) as were prayer group attendance and overall crime, \( r = .41, p = .003. \) However, these correlations are difficult to interpret because these religion metrics were highly correlated with each other, \( r = .88, p < .001, \) and with measures of state-wealth, \( rs < .53, ps < .001, \) and education, \( rs < .53, ps < .001. \) We therefore encourage readers to interpret our multiple regression, which is more informative.

**Discussion**

State-level prayer group attendance significantly predicted more crime, whereas global religious belief and service attendance predicted nonsignificantly less crime. This nonsignificance could stem from measurement issues (error, insufficient power, missing variables) or because the relationship between global religious belief and crime may be more nuanced, depending upon other components of belief like Heaven and Hell beliefs (Shariff & Rhemtulla, 2012).

We note that this state-level relationship between prayer group attendance and crime does not imply that praying individuals commit more crimes, especially as group-level effects can often hide inconsistent individual-level effects (Kramer, 1983). This study suggests only that states with frequent prayer group attendance also had high crime rates. We also note that this study (and
Study 1) conflates participants’ perceptions of God as generally controlling earthly events with perceptions of God intervening in specific cases. Our theory concerns specific attributions of divine agency, rather than general religious determinism. To more precisely manipulate this construct, our next study manipulated divine attributions and measured individuals’ attitudes toward self-serving harms.

**Study 3: Divine Attributions Produce Permissive Moral Judgments**

When God seems to answer prayers, do people see the harm caused as more morally permissible? We tested this question with a large online sample of religious participants, who read about the same immoral behaviors as in Study 1. Participants were told either that God had facilitated these behaviors (making divine attributions salient), a religious friend had facilitated these behaviors (making religion generally salient), or had no information (providing a control condition). We hypothesized that people would evaluate morally questionable acts as more permissible in the divine attribution condition, but less permissible in the religious friend condition, consistent with our correlational findings in Studies 1 and 2.

**Method**

**Participants.** Given Study 3’s between-subjects experimental design, we chose to advertise for a large sample of 600 religious participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk. However, 667 participants (349 men, 313 women; $M_{age} = 36.92$, $SD_{age} = 11.49$) ended up completing the survey and passing our screening (“Do you believe in God or gods?”). This sample gave us 80% power to detect an effect as low as $f = 0.12$ ($d = 0.24$).

**Procedure.** Participants completed the procedure on Amazon Mechanical Turk. They began by reading scenarios of questionably moral behavior, and then provided demographic information.

**Moral permissibility.** To assess perceptions of moral permissibility, we adapted our scenarios from Study 1. As in Study 1, participants read about decisions where they could make self-serving but morally questionable decisions involving (a) wrongly getting a job, (b) taking illegal business donations from an investor, (c) insider trading, (d) using a personal relationship with a judge to win a law case, and (e) keeping a lost wallet during a time of need. The behaviors described in (a) and (b) were slightly different to accommodate our manipulations. Participants used a 1–7 scale anchored at 1 (not at all immoral) and 7 (very immoral) to rate each behavior’s immorality. This scale was again reverse scored so that higher scores corresponded to more moral permissibility.

**Divine attribution manipulation.** In the divine attribution condition, participants read that they prayed to God and God answered their prayers by arranging the circumstances that made their morally questionable decision possible. In the religious friend condition, participants read that they asked a friend from church to help them and the friend arranged for the morally questionable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$b$ (SE)</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-605 (2824)</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>[-6297, 5088]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer group attendance</td>
<td>2924 (887)</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>[1136, 4711]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of religion</td>
<td>-469 (1047)</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>[-2577, 1641]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service attendance</td>
<td>-2162 (1691)</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>[-5570, 1245]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross state income per capita</td>
<td>-143 (193)</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>[-532, 247]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality (state GINI)</td>
<td>6200 (6458)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>[-6815, 19214]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statewide education</td>
<td>65 (40)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>[-14, 146]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4](image1.png)  
*Figure 4.* The unique relationships between prayer group attendance, importance of religion, and crime rates across states in Study 2. Whereas prayer group attendance was positively associated with statewide crime rates, importance of religion was negatively and nonsignificantly associated with statewide crime rates. Variance associated with income, inequality, and education has been removed to create these plots. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
circumstances. In the control condition, there was no explanation of who was responsible for the circumstances. Other than this manipulation, the information in the vignette was identical. Below is the “lost wallet” vignette across our study’s three conditions.

**Divine attribution condition.** You have been hit by hard times recently, and you are struggling to pay the bills. You pray to God to help with money. God hears your prayers and leads you toward a wallet that is lying on the ground. You open the wallet and find that it contains several hundred dollars in cash as well the owner’s driver’s license. From the credit cards and other items in the wallet it’s very clear that the wallet’s owner is wealthy. You keep the wallet.

**Religious friend condition.** You have been hit by hard times recently, and you are struggling to pay the bills. You ask your friend from church for money. Your friend listens and some days later he leads you toward a wallet that he has found lying on the ground. You open the wallet and find that it contains several hundred dollars in cash as well the owner’s driver’s license. From the credit cards and other items in the wallet it’s very clear that the wallet’s owner is wealthy. You keep the wallet.

**Control condition.** You have been hit by hard times recently, and you are struggling to pay the bills. One day, you find a wallet that is lying on the ground. You open the wallet and find that it contains several hundred dollars in cash as well the owner’s driver’s license. From the credit cards and other items in the wallet it’s very clear that the wallet’s owner is wealthy. You keep the wallet.

**Belief in divine intervention.** Manipulating divine intervention requires that participants believe in a God who intervenes to help people. Therefore, we included a yes/no screening item—after participants read all scenarios—that asked participants, “Do you believe that God intervenes in life to help people?” Of our 667 participants, 536 agreed with this item and were included in our primary analysis.

**Results**

Does providing divine attributions lead to increased perceptions of moral permissibility? A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect across conditions, $F(2, 532) = 7.18, p < .001$, with planned contrasts showing that participants in the divine attribution condition rated these morally questionable actions as more permissible than those in either the control condition ($M_{s} = 3.28$ vs. $M_{s} = 3.02, SE_{s} = .09, p = .058$) or the religious friend condition ($M_{s} = 3.28$ vs. $M_{s} = 2.79, SE_{s} = .09, p < .001$). By contrast, participants rated these actions as marginally less permissible in the religious friend condition than the control condition ($M_{s} = 2.79$ vs. $M_{s} = 3.02, SE_{s} = .09, p = .076$; see Figure 5).

**Discussion**

This study showed that for those who believed in an intervening God, salient divine attributions led to seeing morally questionable actions as more permissible than if religion in general were salient. Unlike a fallible religious friend, God’s infallible beneficence allows people to ignore the harm caused by God’s actions.

**Testing Prediction 2: Passive Immorality Facilitates Divine Attribution**

The first three studies found that an intervening God can make morally questionable acts seem more permissible. However, not all morally questionable acts are equally likely to involve God. Studies 4–7 used vignettes to test whether situations of passive immorality are more amenable to divine attributions, and therefore increase moral permissibility.

**Study 4: The Active-Passive Divide**

Is the hand of God more salient in situations of passive immorality? We examined this question by having participants rate a series of vignettes that described people benefitting from morally questionable scenarios with or without active human agency. We then tested a moderated-mediation model: does religious belief encourage people to make divine attributions for passive (vs. active) immorality, which then increases judgments of moral permissibility?

As in Studies 1 and 3, characters in these vignettes made self-serving and harmful decisions. However, because the characters’ decisions did not directly benefit participants, we could test whether people would make divine attributions when they did not personally stand to gain from these attributions.

**Method**

**Participants.** Effect sizes from multiple regressions in Study 1 ($f^{2} = 0.02–0.03$) suggested that samples of 481 and 321, respectively, provided sufficient power to detect an effect with 80% power. We advertised for a sample of 400 participants and 427 participants signed up for the study. However, eight of these participants did not believe in God (which we included as a screening question) and 29 additional participants did not finish...
the study, leaving a final sample of 390 (166 men, 224 women; $M_{age} = 38.46, SD = 13.03$) in our analysis.

**Materials and procedure.**

**Procedure.** Participants first completed the screener question of whether they were religious or not. Participants who qualified for the study then rated six scenarios before providing demographics, including religious belief.

**Stimuli.** Each participant evaluated six vignettes that each described a person who benefited through a morally questionable scenario. We manipulated within subjects whether this scenario was passive (i.e., had no clear human cause) or active (i.e., had a clear human cause). Participants always saw an equal number of passive and active scenarios, with the specific pairing of scenario and active/passive condition randomly assigned. Examples of passive and active scenarios are below, and Appendix B lists the full set of stimuli.

**Passive condition.** Jim has worked hard at his company for three years, but he has not yet received a promotion. Jim desperately hopes to be promoted. One Monday, Jim’s boss calls for a meeting. He tells Jim that the company’s operations manager has been fired for drinking on the job and offers Jim the position. Jim is friends with the operations manager, and knows that he does not usually drink. But he keeps his doubts to himself and accepts the position.

**Active condition.** Jim has worked hard at his company for three years and is well-regarded, but has not yet received a promotion. Jim hopes desperately to be promoted. He knows that he is directly in line for the operation manager’s position, so one day he plants a bottle of liquor in the operation manager’s desk and leaves an anonymous tip with his boss. The operations manager is fired and Jim gets the job.

For each scenario, participants indicated their agreement with 6 statements using a five-point scale anchored at 1 (strong disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neither agree nor disagree), 4 (agree), and 5 (strongly agree).

**Divine attributions.** The first item assessed divine attributions, asking whether the circumstances had occurred “because of a higher power.” For example, for the scenario above, participants were asked whether “Jim was offered the operations manager’s job because of a higher power.” This made it clear that participants were judging whether God had orchestrated the circumstances behind passive immorality (e.g., Jim being offered the job), rather than the character’s actions (e.g., Jim accepting the job).

**Moral permissibility.** The other five items assessed moral permissibility, asking whether the character in the story “deserved” to achieve their goal, whether they were “justified” in how they had achieved their goal, the unjustness of the character’s behavior (reverse coded), whether the character had a good moral character, and whether the character was immoral (reverse coded). The scale showed a high reliability of .92, with no item showing an item-total correlation of less than .49.

**Global religious belief.** Global religious belief was measured using the SBS, which was placed at the end of the study to prevent it from biasing responses to our dependent measures.

**Analytic strategy.** Prior to testing our hypothesis, we restructured the data to test for interactions between active/passive immorality and participant religious belief. Ratings of scenarios ($N = 4680$) were nested within participants and analyzed through a repeated measures multilevel model using a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation. We treated condition as a level 1 variable because it varied within participants, and we treated participant religiosity as a level 2 variable because it varied across participants. All models tested for the cross-level interaction terms between independent variables, and intercepts were modeled as randomly varying across participants to take into account the nested structure of the data.

**Results**

**Passive versus active immorality, religious belief, and divine attributions.** The first link of our theoretical model (see Figures 1–2) predicts that religious belief and form of immorality should interact, such that people should make more divine attributions for passive versus active immorality, and this gap should be especially large for strong believers. Note that this does not mean that the effect of condition should only be detected for strong believers, but that the effect of condition should increase linearly based on the strength of their belief.

As predicted, whether participants made divine attributions for a scenario depended on an interaction between condition and global religious belief, $b = 0.11, SE = 0.02, t(1948) = 5.12, p < .001$. To unpack this interaction, we examined simple slopes at one standard deviation above and below the mean of global religious belief (Aiken, West, & Reno, 1991). Participants were always more likely to make divine attributions for passive versus active immorality, but this effect was especially strong in the more religious (+1 SD), $b = 0.70, SE = 0.05, t(1948) = 15.49, p < .001$, compared with the less religious (−1 SD), participants, $b = 0.37, SE = 0.05, t(1948) = 8.23, p < .001$.

Additional analyses revealed that religion was negatively and significantly associated with divine attributions behind active immorality, $b = −0.07, SE = 0.03, t(496.5) = −2.42, p = .02$, but positively and nonsignificantly associated with divine attributions behind passive immorality, $b = 0.03, SE = 0.03, t(496.5) = 1.09, p = .27$. These latter simple slopes should be interpreted with caution, however, because even low-belief participants in this all-religious sample reported belief in God.

Overall, these results supported our prediction that passive immorality would encourage divine attributions, especially among those who had high global religious belief.

**Divine attributions on moral permissibility.** The second link of our theoretical model (see Figures 1–2) predicts that divine attributions should predict increased moral permissibility. As predicted, participants’ divine attributions were positively associated with moral permissibility, $b = 0.52, SE = 0.02, t(1499) = 27.92, p < .001$. People making divine attributions viewed self-serving harms as more justifiable.

**Religious belief on moral permissibility.** The final link of our theoretical model (Figures 1–2) predicts that religious belief should be negatively related to moral permissibility after removing variance associated with divine attributions. As predicted, global religious belief predicted less permissibility toward immorality when it was added to a multiple regression with divine attributions, $b = −0.07, SE = 0.02, t(352.40) = −4.38, p < .001$. In this same regression, divine attributions predicted greater moral permissibility, $b = 0.51, SE = 0.02, t(1439.60) = 27.90, p < .001$, replicating Study 1’s finding.

**Moderated mediation.** We predicted that religious belief (X) would interact with active/passive condition (W) to produce divine
attributions (M), which would then predict moral permissibility (Y). To confirm this moderated mediation, it was necessary to confirm three effects: (a) that religious belief and condition significantly interacted to predict divine attributions, (b) that divine attributions significantly predicted moral permissibility, and (c) that divine attributions remained a significant predictor of moral permissibility when global religious belief, condition, and their interaction term were added to the model.

After finding evidence for (a) and (b) in the previous analyses, we sought evidence for (c) using a multilevel regression containing global religious belief, condition, the Global Religious Belief × Condition Interaction Term, and divine attributions predicting moral judgment. In this regression, divine attributions remained a significant positive predictor of moral permissibility, \( b = 0.40, SE = 0.02, t(1533.20) = 23.15, p < .001 \). The Global Belief × Condition Interaction also remained significant, \( b = 0.05, SE = 0.02, t(1955.60) = 2.09, p = .04 \), indicating partial mediation. These results suggest that divine attributions help explain why highly religious people judge passive immorality as less wrong than active immorality. Figure 6 displays the full set of model coefficients.

**Total effects of global religious belief.** In addition to considering our theoretically specified paths, we examined—for completeness—the total effects of global religious belief on moral permissibility. Overall, religious belief was associated with less moral permissibility, \( b = -0.09, SE = 0.02, t(388) = -4.85, p < .001 \). However, this effect was moderated by active/passive condition, \( b = 0.08, SE = 0.02, t(2728) = 3.55, p < .001 \). Religious belief was associated with significantly less permissive judgments of active immorality, \( b = -0.12, SE = 0.02, t(555) = -5.99, p < .001 \), but not passive immorality, \( b = -0.04, SE = 0.02, t(899.30) = -1.59, p = .11 \). We suggest that these null general effects are unsurprising given the specific importance of divine attributions.

**Discussion.**

The results of Study 4 revealed that, as predicted, religious people judging passive (vs. active) immorality were more likely to make divine attributions—and therefore more likely to see passive immorality as more morally permissible. Once these divine attributions had been covaried out of religious belief, belief then predicted less moral permissibility, replicating our findings from Study 1. The next study sought to replicate this effect with a general sample including both religious and nonreligious people.

**Study 5: The Passive-Active Divide in a General Sample.**

This study attempted to generalize the effects of Study 4 by replicating them in a sample of participants that included both believers and nonbelievers.

**Method.**

Participants. We selected our sample size for Study 5 using Study 4’s effect sizes to seed a power analysis. Study 4’s primary effects were (a) the effect of divine attributions on moral permissibility \( f^2 = 0.32 \), and (b) the effect of active/passive condition on divine attributions \( f^2 = 0.09 \). Power analyses with these effects gave respective sample recommendations of 34 and 121. To test for mediation, we sampled more than this recommendation, advertising for 150 participants. Three additional participants signed up for the study, providing a sample of 153 participants for analysis (78 men; 75 women; \( M_{\text{age}} = 39.70, SD = 14.28 \)).

Materials and procedure. Our materials, procedure, and analytic strategy were nearly identical to Study 4. However, Study 5 did not screen for only religious participants.

**Results.**

Passive versus active immorality, religious belief, and divine attributions. As predicted, whether participants made divine attributions for a scenario depended on an interaction between condition and global religious belief, \( b = 0.08, SE = 0.01, t(1,763) = 5.54, p < .001 \). People were always more likely to make divine attributions for passive rather than active immorality, but this effect was especially strong in highly religious people (+1 SD), \( b = 0.61, SE = 0.06, t(763) = 10.45, p < .001 \), compared with people low in belief (-1 SD), \( b = 0.15, SE = 0.06, t(763) = 2.62, p = .009 \).

Additional analyses revealed that religion was nonsignificantly associated with divine attributions behind active immorality, \( b = 0.04, SE = 0.02, t(186) = 1.57, p = .12 \), but significantly and positively associated with divine attributions behind passive immorality, \( b = 0.12, SE = 0.02, t(186) = 5.07, p < .001 \). In sum, passive immorality encouraged divine attributions, and this effect was more pronounced for religious people.

Divine attributions on moral permissibility. As predicted, participants’ divine attributions were positively associated with moral permissibility, \( b = 0.44, SE = 0.03, t(916) = 13.23, p < .001 \). People making divine attributions viewed self-serving harms as more justifiable.

Religious belief on moral permissibility. As predicted, global religious belief predicted less moral permissibility when added to a multiple regression with divine attributions, \( b = -0.05, SE = 0.01, t(915) = -4.40, p < .001 \). This again suggested that global religious belief was tied to reduced moral permissibility once controlling for divine attributions. In this same regression, divine attributions predicted greater permissibility towards immorality, \( b = 0.47, SE = 0.03, t(915) = 14.01, p < .001 \).

Moderated mediation. As with Study 4, we predicted that religious belief (X) would interact with passive-active context (W)
to produce divine attributions (M), which would then predict moral permissibility (Y). Our previous analyses had already shown (a) that religious belief and context significantly interacted to predict ratings of divine attributions, and (b) that divine attributions significantly predicted moral judgment. Therefore, we tested for whether (c) divine attributions remained a significant predictor of moral permissibility when global religious belief, passive-active context, and their interaction term were added to the model.

In a multilevel regression, divine attributions remained a significant positive predictor of moral permissibility, \( b = 0.36, \text{SE} = 0.03, t(380) = 12.07, p < .001 \). The Global Belief \( \times \) Condition did not reach significance in this model, \( b = -0.04, \text{SE} = 0.02, t(775.30) = -1.47, p = .07 \), indicating full mediation. As in Study 4, divine attributions significantly explained why highly religious people are less likely to judge passive immorality as wrong compared with active immorality. Figure 7 shows the full set of model coefficients.

**Total effects of religious belief.** Overall, religious belief was nonsignificantly associated with less permissive moral judgment, \( b = -0.02, \text{SE} = 0.01, t(151) = -1.19, p = .23 \), and this effect was not moderated by condition, \( b = -0.006, \text{SE} = 0.02, t(763) = -0.32, p = .75 \). We again suggest that these null general effects are unsurprising given the specific importance of divine attributions. See our internal meta-analysis for further discussion of the total effect of religious belief on immorality.

**Discussion**

Study 5 found that religious believers were most likely to make divine attributions when evaluating passive immorality (compared with active immorality). As in other studies, these divine attributions predicted more moral permissibility, whereas global religious belief was associated with less moral permissibility once divine attributions had been covaried out. Our next study tested whether prayer widens this passive-active divide, making passive immorality seem even more divinely ordained and morally permissible.

**Study 6: The Liberating Power of Prayer**

Study 6 tested whether prayer allowed religious believers to make even stronger divine attributions when evaluating passive immorality. Prayer—at least petitionary prayer—involve asking God to intervene in earthly affairs, which likely makes divine attributions more salient. This study used the passive immorality scenarios from Study 5 and manipulated whether the character in the vignette prayed.

An effect of prayer on the justification of passive immorality would support our earlier results linking the prevalence of prayer groups to crime (Study 2) and the salience of prayer to moral permissibility (Study 3). Whereas Study 3 also used prayer to manipulate divine agency, Study 6 included a broader sample of both religious and nonreligious participants and did not explicitly tell participants whether (or how) God had answered a person’s prayers. We therefore expected that the presence of prayer would increase divine attributions—but more so for religious believers—and that these divine attributions would predict more moral permissibility.

**Method**

**Participants.** Sample size was determined using the same power analysis as Studies 3 and 4. The study was advertised on Amazon Mechanical Turk to 150 participants, but 4 did not complete the study, leaving a sample of 146 participants (71 men, 75 women; \( M_{age} = 38.34, \text{SD} = 12.86 \)).

**Stimuli and procedure.** All participants read five of the passive immorality vignettes from Studies 4 and 5; however, half of participants read that the character prayed for an outcome, (e.g., “Jim desperately hopes to be promoted, and eventually, he prays for a better position”), whereas the other half read only that the character hoped for the position, (e.g., “Jim desperately hopes to be promoted”).

Participants answered the same items about moral permissibility as in Studies 4 and 5 but also answered an additional item about inferences of divine agency: “Jim would not have received his job if he hadn’t hoped/prayed for it.” When combined with our original divine attributions items (i.e., “Jim received his job because of a higher power”), this item formed a reliable divine attributions index (\( \alpha = .81 \)). We measured global religious belief with the SBS.

**Results**

**Prayer, religious belief, and divine attributions.** As predicted, whether participants made divine attributions for a scenario depended on an interaction between prayer and global religious belief, \( b = 0.10, \text{SE} = 0.04, t(140) = 2.26, p = .03 \). Examining the simple effects revealed an interesting pattern: prayer nonsignificantly increased divine attributions among highly religious people (+1 SD), \( b = 0.20, \text{SE} = 0.18, t(140) = 1.16, p = .25 \), but decreased it among people low in belief (−1 SD), \( b = -0.36, \text{SE} = 0.18, t(140) = -2.04, p = .04 \). These effects suggest that religious people may always see the hand of God in passive immorality, and that nonreligious people may demonstrate reactance against the idea that prayer is effect.

However, when we examined the effect of global religious belief within each prayer condition, a more expected pattern of results emerged: religion was more strongly linked to divine attributions in the prayer condition, \( b = 0.22, \text{SE} = 0.03, t(140) = 6.82, p < .001 \),
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compared with the control condition, $b = 0.12, SE = 0.03, t(140) = 4.10, p < .001$. In sum, prayer was associated with divine attributions as a linear function of belief, and believers were especially likely to make divine attributions when prayer was salient.

**Divine attributions on moral permissibility.** As predicted, participants’ divine attributions were positively associated with moral permissibility, $b = 0.20, SE = 0.03, t(211.49) = 6.14, p < .001$. People making divine attributions viewed self-serving harms as more permissible.

**Religious belief on moral permissibility.** As predicted, global religious belief significantly and negatively predicted moral permissibility, $b = -0.04, SE = 0.01, t(156.01) = -3.42, p < .001$, when it was added to the model that included divine attributions. Divine attributions remained a significant positive predictor of moral permissibility in this model, $b = 0.26, SE = 0.04, t(238.89) = 7.08, p < .001$.

**Moderated mediation.** As with Studies 4 and 5, we predicted that religious belief ($X$) would interact with our manipulation ($M$) of prayer to produce divine attributions ($M$), which would then predict moral permissibility ($Y$). Our previous analyses had already shown (a) that religious belief and condition significantly interacted to predict ratings of divine attributions, and (b) that divine attributions significantly predicted moral permissibility. Therefore, we tested for whether (c) divine attributions remained a significant predictor of moral permissibility when global religious belief, prayer condition, and their interaction term were added to the model.

In a general linear model that included the Global Religious Belief $\times$ Prayer Condition interaction term, divine attributions remained a significant positive predictor of moral permissibility, $b = 0.26, SE = 0.04, t(240.72) = 6.91, p < .001$. Moreover, the Global Belief $\times$ Prayer Condition Interaction did not reach significance, $b = 0.01, SE = 0.02, t(138.47) = .23, p = .82$, indicating full mediation. This suggests that divine attributions can fully account for why religious individuals are more permissive of passive immorality following prayer. Figure 8 shows all model coefficients.

**Total effects of religious belief.** We also tested the total effects of religious beliefs on moral permissibility. Overall, religious belief had no effect on moral judgment, $b = -0.0001, SE = 0.01, t(142) = -.01, p = .99$, and this effect was not moderated by prayer condition, $b = 0.03, SE = 0.02, t(140) = 1.29, p = .20$. We again suggest that these null general effects are unsurprising given the specific importance of divine attributions.
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**Figure 8.** The moderated mediation from Study 6, in which global religious beliefs interacted with the presence of prayer to produce inferences of divine agency, which in turn predicted moral permissibility. Double-starred associations represent effects significant at the .005 level.

**Discussion**

It can be tempting to think that a lost wallet is part of God’s plan, and this temptation is even stronger after prayer. Believers viewed capitalizing on morally questionable scenarios as more permissible when they followed prayer, because of God’s apparent agency.

**Study 7: Agency, Not Severity**

Passive and active immorality differ on the level of human agency involved, and agency is an important element of moral severity (Gray et al., 2012). It is therefore important to rule out the role of severity per se in the effects revealed by Studies 4–6. We note that past work has found that religious believers are generally less morally permissible than nonbelievers, which means that they often judge low-severity violations more severely than do nonbelievers (Piazza & Landy, 2013; Piazza & Sousa, 2014; Shariff et al., 2014). Nevertheless, we empirically tested this idea by manipulating the severity of passive immorality scenarios—which we predicted would have no effect on divine attributions.

**Method**

**Participants.** The sample size was determined as in Studies 4 and 5. One hundred fifty participants (61 men, 89 women; $M_{Age} = 39.25, SD = 12.83$) completed this study on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

**Materials and procedure.** Materials and items were similar to those of Studies 4 and 5, except that only passive immorality scenarios were used, and the severity of these transgressions was manipulated between subjects. The moral permissibility index was highly reliable ($\alpha = .89$).

**Manipulation of severity.** Harmfulness reliably predicts immorality (Schein, Goranson, & Gray, 2015) and so we manipulated scenario severity via harmfulness. For example, in the scenario when Jim is promoted at the expense of his coworker, that co-worker was either a single parent (high severity) or not (low severity). To confirm our severity manipulation, we conducted a pilot study on Mechanical Turk in which 45 participants (25 men, 20 women; $M_{Age} = 34.33, SD = 11.64$) rated the high- and low-severity versions of all 6 scenarios. The instructions were to “Consider the consequences of [name of scenario’s protagonist]’s decision in each of these scenarios. In which scenario was their decision more severe?” A series of $t$ tests showed that our manipulation was successful for all scenarios (all $rs > 3.4$, all $ps < .002$) except for one, which was excluded—leaving five scenarios total.

**Results**

**Severity, religious belief, and divine attributions.** If severity predicted divine attributions, then severity could plausibly account for the passive-active divide revealed in Studies 4 and 5. However, severity did not significantly predict divine attributions, $b = 0.03, SE = 0.13, t(148) = .20, p = .84$. Severity also did not interact with global religious belief to predict divine attributions, $b = 0.02, SE = 0.05, t(146) = .52, p = .61$, although—as expected—global religious belief did significantly predict divine attributions, $b = 0.10, SE = 0.03, t(146) = 3.01, p = .003$. In other words, religion was significantly and equivalently associated with divine attributions regardless of whether acts were severe, $b = 0.12, SE = 0.03, t(146) = 3.65, p <$
.001, or not severe, $b = 0.10$, $SE = 0.03$, $t(146) = 3.00$, $p = .003$. This makes it unlikely that severity drove our earlier effects of human agency on divine attributions.

**Divine attributions and moral judgment.** As in previous studies, divine attributions positively predicted moral permissibility, $b = 0.19$, $SE = 0.03$, $t(378.80) = 5.56$, $p < .001$.

**Religious belief on moral permissibility.** Global religious belief was a marginally significant negative predictor of moral permissibility when included in a multiple regression with divine attributions, $b = -.03$, $SE = 0.01$, $t(151.70) = -1.84$, $p = .06$. Divine attributions remained a significant predictor of moral permissibility in this model, $b = 0.21$, $SE = 0.04$, $t(413.30) = 5.86$, $p < .001$.

**Mediation.** In Studies 4 and 5, we documented moderated mediations in which global religious belief interacted with passive versus active immorality to predict divine attributions, which in turn predicted moral permissibility. This model was inappropriate here because global belief did not significantly interact with severity on divine attributions. Therefore, we fit an alternative mediated model, in which divine attributions mediated the link between global belief and moral permissibility controlling for severity. All coefficients for this model are displayed below in Figure 9, and a Monte Carlo simulation confirmed that the mediated effect was statistically significant, 95% CIs [0.01, 0.04]. This indicates that severity does not account for the relationship between divine attributions and moral judgment.

**Total effects of religious belief.** We also tested the total effects of religious belief on moral permissibility. Overall, religious belief had no effect on moral judgment, $b = -0.003$, $SE = 0.01$, $t(148) = -0.24$, $p = .81$, but this main effect was moderated by severity, $b = -0.06$, $SE = 0.03$, $t(146) = -2.57$, $p = .02$. For low-severity passive immorality, religious belief was nonsignificantly associated with moral permissibility, $b = 0.03$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(146) = 1.47$, $p = .15$. For high-severity passive immorality, religious belief was negatively (but marginally) associated with moral permissibility, $b = -0.04$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(146) = -1.89$, $p = .06$.

**Discussion**

The results of Study 7 ruled out the potential confound between passive immorality and reduced severity. Unlike manipulations of active versus passive morality, manipulations of high versus low severity did not impact divine attributions, and severity did not moderate the link between global religious belief and divine attributions. This study also revealed the same mediational pattern as in our prior studies: religious belief predicted divine attributions, which in turn predicted moral permissibility.

**Testing Prediction 3: Religious Belief Predicts Passive Immorality**

Our studies have so far shown that divine attributions increase moral permissibility (Studies 1–3) and that passive immorality increases divine attributions (which in turn increase moral permissibility; Studies 4–7). These next studies (8–13) tested the direct link between religious belief and passive immorality. Study 8 tested whether religious believers were more likely than nonbelievers to justify their past passive immorality. We then tested whether believers were more likely to perpetrate two forms of passive immorality: parking across multiple spaces (Study 9) and keeping overdue library books (Study 10). Finally, Studies 11–13 tested whether religious priming or self-reported religious belief predicted passive immorality using a novel task, the “envelope game.”

**Study 8: Judging the Self**

Would religious believers—compared with nonbelievers—view their own past passive immorality as more morally permissible? We predicted that our moderated mediation model (see Figure 2) would replicate in participants’ own self-judgments: religious participants recalling passive immorality would show higher divine attributions than participants recalling active immorality and would be more likely to justify their past immoral behavior.

**Method**

**Participants.** We used the same power analysis as Studies 4–7 to determine sample size and advertised for 150 participants. However, an additional 39 participants signed up for the study. Therefore, our sample size consisted of 189 (101 men; 85 women, 3 gender missing; $M_{age} = 37.03$, $SD = 12.50$) Mechanical Turk participants. We excluded 19 participants from this sample—16 from the active immorality condition and 3 from the passive immorality condition—because they could not recall a memory that matched our prompt, and performed analyses on the remaining 170 participants (96 men; 72 women, 2 gender missing; $M_{age} = 36.67$, $SD = 12.43$).

**Immorality recall.** Participants began the study by recalling a memory of immorality. Participants in the passive immorality condition were asked to “recall a time in which you did not stop something good from happening to you, even though it negatively impacted someone else. For example, accepting a promotion even though it meant someone else would be fired.” Those in the active condition were asked to “recall a time in which you got something you wanted by purposefully harming someone else. For example, intentionally getting somebody fired so that you could get a promotion.”

**Divine attributions and moral permissibility.** Participants evaluated their immoral act using adaptations of the seven statements from Studies 4–7. The first two items ($\alpha = .75$) concerned participants’ divine attributions. They included whether the event...
was “meant to be” and whether it was caused by “a higher power.” The next five (α = .80) concerned moral permissibility. They included whether participants “deserved” their benefit, whether they “were justified” in how they got what they wanted, whether their actions were “wrong” (reversed), whether they were a person “of good moral character,” and whether they were “immoral” (reversed).

Analytic strategy. Because this was a between-subjects study in which participants provided and then rated a single memory (rather than a series of vignettes), our data were not nested and so we used general linear models.

Results

Passive versus active immorality, religious belief, and divine attributions. As predicted, participants’ divine attributions depended on an interaction between active/passive immorality condition and their global religious belief, b = 0.15, SE = 0.05, t(164) = 2.67, p = .008. Highly (+1 SD) religious people made more divine attributions for passive rather than active immorality, b = 0.89, SE = 0.21, t(164) = 4.13, p < .001, but people low (−1 SD) in religiosity were equally likely to make divine attributions for passive and active immorality, b = 0.07, SE = 0.22, t(164) = .30, p = .77. Additional analyses revealed that religion was non-significantly associated with divine attributions behind active immorality, b = 0.04, SE = 0.04, t(164) = .71, p = .48, but significantly and positively associated with divine attributions behind passive immorality, b = 0.18, SE = 0.03, t(164) = 5.18, p < .001. In other words, passive immorality encouraged only religious people to make divine attributions for their behavior, and religious people were more likely to make divine attributions for passive versus active immorality.

Divine attributions on moral permissibility. As predicted, participants’ divine attributions were positively associated with moral permissibility, b = 0.33, SE = 0.06, t(168) = 5.40, p < .001. People who saw God’s hand behind their own wrongdoings saw these wrongdoings as less wrong.

Religious belief on moral permissibility. In our previous studies, religious believers condemned others more harshly for their wrongdoings, but this tendency did not translate to judging the self. When people judged their own actions, religious belief (controlling for divine attributions) did not significantly predict harsher moral judgments, b = −0.004, SE = 0.02, t(165) = −.16, p = .86. In this same multiple regression, however, divine attributions remained a significant predictor of more permissive moral judgments, b = 0.33, SE = 0.07, t(165) = 5.01, p < .001.

A secondary analysis explored the total effect between religious belief and moral permissibility. Although there was no significant interaction between religious belief by type of immorality, b = −0.03, SE = 0.02, t(140) = −1.30, p = .20, religious belief correlated with seeing one’s own passive immorality as more permissible, b = 0.07, SE = 0.03, t(164) = 2.37, p = .02, but not with seeing one’s own active immorality as permissible, b = 0.01, SE = 0.04, t(1,164) = .23, p = .82.

Moderated mediation. As in our previous studies, we predicted that religious belief (X) would interact with active/passive condition (M) to produce divine attributions (M), which would then predict moral permissibility (Y)—but now toward one’s own past actions rather than the actions of vignette characters. Our previous analyses had already shown (a) that religious belief and condition significantly interacted to predict ratings of divine attributions, (b) that divine attributions significantly predicted moral judgment. Therefore, we tested whether (c) divine attributions remained a significant predictor of moral permissibility when global religious belief, condition, and their interaction term were added to the model.

As predicted, divine attributions remained a significant positive predictor of moral permissibility, b = 0.23, SE = 0.06, t(163) = 3.68, p < .001. Moreover, the Global Belief × Condition interaction did not reach significance, b = −0.03, SE = 0.04, t(163) = −.57, p = .57, indicating full mediation. As in studies in which participants judged others, divine attributions significantly explained why highly religious people judge their own passive immorality as permissible. Figure 10 shows all model coefficients.

Discussion

Religious believers who recalled passive immorality made more divine attributions for their ill-gotten gains and rated their (in)actions as more permissible. In addition to replicating our prior effects, Study 8 revealed an important additional effect: religious people were more likely to justify their prior passive (but not active) immorality compared with nonreligious people. This finding suggests that religiosity may also be associated with real-world cases of passive immorality, an idea we test in Studies 9 and 10.

Study 9: The Bad Parker

Poor parking is seldom intentional. We often do not notice crooked parking until we get out of the car—and then are simply too lazy to repark the car. In other words, although poor parking certainly inconveniences others, it is usually a case of passive immorality. In this study, we built on Study 8’s findings by testing whether religious drivers were likely to perpetrate passive immorality by parking badly. We compared the parking jobs of cars with religious decorations with those with secular decorations and no decorations.

Method

Venue and sample size. Study 9 was conducted in three locations in the Research Triangle Area in North Carolina: Raleigh-Durham International Airport, Southpoint Mall, and the...
Outlet Mall opposite Southpoint. Given the unique nature of this study, we chose to collect data from as many cars as possible, to maximize power. Therefore, we collected data at each location until security personnel stopped our research team (which occurred at each location). We concluded with a final sample of 141 cars (31 religious cars; 40 secular cars; 69 cars with no decorations), leaving us with 73% power to detect a medium effect size ($f = 0.25$).

**Design and procedure.** Research assistants received instructions to search for particular types of cars. The first research assistant searched for cars with some form of religious decorative symbol (e.g., a bumper sticker with clearly religious content; rosary beads on the dashboard or rearview mirror, religious icons on the dashboard or the rearview mirror). The second research assistant searched for cars with secular decorations (e.g., a bumper sticker, art on the dashboard or front grill, a decoration hanging from the rearview mirror, vanity plates). And the third research assistant searched for cars with no descriptive symbols. Research assistants did not know each other’s search criteria and did not talk with one another during the procedure. All research assistants were blind to the study hypothesis.

**Measures.** Each time a research assistant found a car that fit their criteria, they wrote down the number of seats in the car, the car type (e.g., sports car, SUV), the car color (e.g., black, white, gold), the car model, the cleanliness of the car, whether the car had a tire on or over one of the parking lines (dummy-coded), the distance from the closest tire to the parking line in inches (coded 0 if the tire was on or over the line), and the width of the parking space. Of these, the two most important variables were (a) whether the car was over the line and (b) the smallest distance between a tire and the lines of space. Figure 11 gives a graphical demonstration of how these variables would be coded. On average, cars were parked 9.78 in. ($SD = 5.23$; range $= 0–21$) away from the parking line. Because no cars with secular decorations were parked over the line, we were unable to perform a religious-secular contrast regression. See Figure 12 for an illustration of these effects.

**Results**

Are religious drivers worse parkers than nonreligious drivers? A one-way ANOVA of condition on parking accuracy revealed a significant effect, $F(2, 127) = 6.14, p = .003$, and post hoc t tests showed that cars with religious decorations parked significantly closer to the boundary line compared with cars with secular decorations ($M_{diss} = 4.39, p < .001$) and cars with no decorations ($M_{diss} = 2.20, p = .045$). In addition, cars with secular decorations were more accurate than cars with no decorations ($M_{diss} = 2.19, p = .03$). See Figure 12 for an illustration of these effects.

**Discussion**

Study 9 documented a real-world link between religious belief and passive immorality. Cars with religious decorations were parked significantly poorer than cars with secular or no decorations. Religious people (or at least people who owned cars with religious decorations) appeared less likely to expend the effort to fix a situation that would inconvenience others. The next study examined another potential case of passive immorality—keeping overdue library books.

**Study 10: The Library Thief**

Keeping a library book until it is overdue involves passive immorality—it inconveniences others and requires only that the book-holder does nothing. A link between religion and passive immorality suggests that religious believers may be more likely to keep books long overdue. Although it is difficult to collect data on what religious and nonreligious people are reading, we reasoned that religious people are more likely to read religious books. By
extension, we hypothesized that religious books would be overdue more frequently than books unrelated to religion.

Library Data

Davis library, the largest library at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, organizes their books according to Library of Congress guidelines and keeps an up-to-date list of missing books indexed by Library of Congress class (e.g., “Psychology, Philosophy, and Religion”) and subclass (e.g., “Christianity”). Davis library provided us with information regarding their current number of overdue Library of Congress class and subclass, and whether it was missing or present case represented a book, with information about its Library of Congress guidelines and keeps an up-to-date list of Library Data.

Results

Across all subclasses, the mean rate of overdue books was 0.08%, with a median subclass overdue rate of 0.09%. An analysis of outliers identified one subclass (bridge engineering) that had an abnormally high overdue rate of 4%, more than 9 SDs above the mean overdue rate, and so this class was excluded from formal analysis. Otherwise, overdue rates ranged from 0.009% (American History) to 0.7% (information resources—General).

After collapsing across eight religious subclasses, one-sample t tests revealed that religious books were overdue at 0.12%, a significantly higher rate than the overall rate, t(84,001) = 3.78, p < .001, and the median subclass rate, t(84,001) = 2.62, p = .009. An independent samples t test confirmed that religious books were also overdue at a higher rate than secular books, t(1,491,976) = 4.88, p < .001.

Subclass analyses revealed that the effects of religion were driven primarily by Christianity, which had the fifth highest subclass overdue rate, t(28752) = 5.23, p < .001. The four subclasses with higher ratios of overdue books than Christianity (Information Resources, Electrical Engineering, Home Economics, Paleography) made up very small sections of the library, meaning that even one missing book represented a large increase in overdue rate. Christianity had more total overdue books than any of the sections ranked above it.

No other religious subclasses showed significant differences from this total rate, ts = 1.32, ps < .19. This effect is particularly interesting as North Carolina is a predominantly Christian state, meaning that books from the library’s Christianity section may be more likely to be borrowed for personal reasons, rather than as part of a course curriculum. All religious subclass means are depicted in Figure 13, and all subclass means are shown in the SOM.

Discussion

The results of this study provide additional support for the link between religion and passive immorality. Not only were religious library books more likely to be missing than secular library books, but Christianity was the only subclass with a significantly elevated overdue rate. Of course, these data cannot tell us whether religious people are generally less likely to return books, whether books on Christianity lead everyone to keep them overdue, or whether there is an interaction between the religiosity of reader and the Christian content book. It may be that religious individuals feel especially justified in keeping Christian books because of the perception of divine interventions—God wants believers to keep these books so that they might better know their faith.

We acknowledge that both this study and the parking study lack experimental control, as with many field studies (Cialdini, 2009; Jackson, Blik, Jong, Rossignac-Milon, & Halberstadt, 2017). In this sense, these studies should be considered alongside the more controlled effects revealed in other studies.
Studies 11–13: Religious Priming and the Envelope Game

The last 10 years have seen a surge in the popularity of religious priming, in which participants are exposed to implicit or explicit religious cues before completing dependent measures. Some religious priming effects have failed to replicate in large preregistered studies (Gomes & McCullough, 2015), but meta-analyses have otherwise provided support for the effectiveness of religious primes (Shariff et al., 2016; Willard et al., 2016). Here, we test whether religious priming—using a scrambled sentence task adapted from Shariff and Norenzayan (2007; Studies 11 and 12) and an explicit prime using a writing prompt (Study 13)—would affect behavior in an original economic task called the “envelope game.” Because these studies employed almost identical methodologies and analyses, we summarize their methods together and use fixed-effect meta-analysis to evaluate their results. However, each study is described in detail within our supplemental materials.

Behaviorally Measuring Passive Immorality: The Envelope Game

In the envelope game, participants receive an envelope with some money for both themselves and a partner. Participants are told that there is a 50% chance the envelope has an even split of money between themselves and their partner, and a 50% chance the envelope has an uneven split, such that the participant receives it all. The participant must then decide whether they want to open the envelope and reveal whether the split is fair. If they decide to open the envelope, they can then decide what split should be made (i.e., 50/50 or 100/0). They then pass the envelope—opened or not—to their partner.

In this task, there are two ways for participants to profit at the expense of their partner. One is to open the envelope, and either (a) keep an unfair split or (b) change a fair split to an unfair split. Both these options involve giving an already-opened envelope to their partner, communicating clear agency. In other words, opening the envelope can guarantee making more money, but involves active immorality because opening the envelope requires an action. The other way to profit is via the inaction of passive immorality, in which participants elect to not open the envelope and hope for the best for themselves (i.e., an uneven split). In this case, they have only a half chance of getting all the money, but pass on a sealed envelope, which involves a lack of knowledge and agency. We hypothesized that religious priming would increase participants’ likelihood of committing passive immorality. Making God’s agency salient could make it seem more permissible to maintain a potentially self-serving but unfair situation.

Results

Priming and passive immorality. Results reveal that religious priming did not significantly change people’s likelihood of committing passive immorality in two of three studies (N = 1003). Although our effect was positively trending for religious participants (see Figure 14, left plot), the pooled effect did not reach statistical significance. Moreover, the only study that revealed a statistically significant effect of religious priming on passive immorality (Study 10) had the lowest power (NStudy 11 = 230 vs. NStudy 12 = 371 & NStudy 13 = 402). Effects from these three

Figure 13. Books about Christianity (in red/light gray) had a significantly higher overdue rate than the median subclass rate (dashed line) in Study 10. Overdue rates are indexed by the proportion of books overdue (where “1” represents all books overdue). See the online article for the color version of this figure.
studies—and a pooled effect size using fixed effects meta-analysis—are displayed in Figure 14.

Why did we find no effect of religious priming on passive immorality, in light of our correlational and field studies? One possibility is that the paradigm did not effectively capture passive immorality; another is that priming did not sufficiently affect people’s state of mind. To further probe these possibilities, we tested for whether participants’ religious belief—as measured by their ratings on the SBS— influenced their likelihood of opening the envelope.

**Global religious belief and passive immorality.** A meta-analytic test revealed that, across studies, religious participants were significantly less likely to open the envelope, indicating an association between religion and passive immorality, \( r_{\text{pooled}} = .06, 95\% \text{ CIs} [.11, .02] \). This effect—displayed in Figure 14—is consistent with the results of Studies 9 and 10 and suggests that religious belief does predict passive immorality in an economic game—but the small effect size suggests that this result should be interpreted with caution.

**Discussion**

Religious priming did not make individuals—religious or otherwise—more likely to commit passive immorality in a novel economic game, yet self-reported religiosity was correlated with passive immorality. These mixed results suggest that our effects are strongest when considered as individual differences. Our supplemental materials feature a lengthier discussion of these effects, as well as a discussion of how the envelope task may have tapped participants’ lay theories of fairness.

**Internal Meta-Analysis**

To test our theory of religion and immorality, we have described many studies using diverse methodologies. To synthesize these findings, we provide an internal meta-analysis—consistent with recommendations from Braver, Thoemmes, and Rosenthal, 2014. This meta-analysis examines the empirical evidence for our three main predictions: First, people who make divine attributions for immoral acts will see them as permissible. Second, making divine attributions for immorality will be most common in cases of immoral acts will see them as permissible. Third, believers will be more likely than nonbelievers to perpetrate passive immorality in an economic game—but the small effect size suggests that this result should be interpreted with caution.

**Method**

**Study inclusion.** This meta-analysis included Study 1, Studies 3–9, and Studies 11–13 (N = 3570)—although different subsets of studies were sampled to test each prediction (see below). We excluded Studies 2 and 10 from analyses because individual people were not the unit of analysis in these studies. Study 2 sampled states and Study 10 sampled books within libraries. In addition, we also included a correlational pilot (N = 97) that assessed the relationship between global religious belief, divine attributions, and passive immorality with identical materials and procedure to the passive immorality conditions of Studies 4 and 5. Although the small sample size precluded us from including this study in our paper, we describe the study and its effects in detail in our supplemental materials and include it here to maximize the comprehensiveness of our meta-analysis. In total, then, our meta-analysis included 12 studies.

**Strategy.** There are two basic approaches to meta-analysis: fixed effects modeling and random effects modeling. Fixed effects modeling assumes all studies in the meta-analysis are drawn from a common population, and there is a single “true” effect across these samples. These models assume that variance in the observed effect across studies is due to random error inherent to each study. By contrast, random effects models assume that studies are drawn from different populations and assume no “true” effect. Studies with similar methodologies, samples, and procedures are often meta-analyzed using fixed effects models, whereas studies with diverse methods, samples, or procedure are meta-analyzed using random effects models.

We employed a combination of fixed-effects and random-effects modeling in the current analysis. For analyses that only included our vignette-based correlational studies with Amazon Mechanical Turk samples (pilot, Studies 1, 3–8), we used fixed-effects modeling. But for analyses that also incorporated our field studies or our studies with the envelope game paradigm (Studies 9, 11–13), we used random effects modeling with restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation.

**Results**

**Initial test: How does global religious belief relate to overall moral permissibility?** Before examining our three focal predictions, we first tested whether global religious belief correlated with moral permissibility or moral harshness. This analysis included all studies in our meta-analysis sample. Zero-order correlation coefficients between religious belief (measured through the SBS) and the permissibility of all morally questionable scenarios revealed no correlation between religion and morality, \( r_{\text{pooled}} = .05, SE_{\text{pooled}} = .05, 95\% \text{ CI} [.03, .07] \), indicating that global religious belief had no meaningful impact on moral judgment (see Figure 15).

**Prediction 1: Divine attributions encourage immorality.** Does perceiving the hand of an intervening God make morally questionable acts seem more permissible? And when controlling for this link, is global religious belief tied to moral permissibility or moral harshness? To answer these questions, we analyzed studies in which both global religious belief and divine attributions were measured (pilot, Study 1, Studies 4–8). We first analyzed the correlation between global belief and moral permissibility while regressing out variance in global religious belief associated with divine attributions, and then analyzed the correlation between divine attributions and moral permissibility while regressing out variance associated with global belief.

As predicted, this analysis revealed a robust positive association between divine attributions and moral permissibility, \( r_{\text{pooled}} = .34, SE_{\text{pooled}} = .02, 95\% \text{ CI} [.30, .37] \), and a small but robust negative association between global belief and moral permissibility,
Religious Belief and Moral Permissibility (Zero Order)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Observed Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>0.42 [0.22, 0.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>-0.18 [-0.27, -0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>-0.14 [-0.21, -0.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 5</td>
<td>-0.05 [-0.16, 0.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 6</td>
<td>-0.00 [-0.17, 0.17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 7</td>
<td>0.02 [-0.15, 0.18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 8</td>
<td>0.10 [-0.05, 0.26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 9</td>
<td>0.28 [0.12, 0.45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 11</td>
<td>0.05 [-0.05, 0.14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 12</td>
<td>0.10 [0.01, 0.18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 13</td>
<td>0.05 [-0.02, 0.12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R_{pooled} = -0.14, SE_{pooled} = 0.03, 95\% \text{CI} [-0.19, -0.09]$. Figure 16 shows this pattern of results.

**Prediction 2: Passive immorality facilitates divine attribution.** Are divine attributions more likely when people judge scenarios of passive versus active immorality? To answer this question, we pooled effects from the pilot study, Studies 4–5, and Study 8, these were the studies in which we manipulated passive versus active immorality and measured divine attributions.

As predicted, divine attributions were significantly higher with passive immorality than with active immorality, $R_{pooled} = 0.26, SE_{pooled} = 0.04, 95\% \text{CI} [0.33, 0.19]$. People were more likely to see the hand of God when there was no human hand readily visible. Unsurprisingly, this effect was more pronounced for people higher (+1 SD within the student sample) in belief, $R_{pooled} = 0.38, SE_{pooled} = 0.03, 95\% \text{CI} [0.44, 0.33]$ compared with people lower (–1 SD within the study sample) in belief, $R_{pooled} = 0.14, SE_{pooled} = 0.03, 95\% \text{CI} [0.20, 0.08].$

**Prediction 3: Religious belief predicts passive immorality.** Are believers more likely than nonbelievers to view passive immorality as permissible? To answer this question, we pooled all studies in which religious belief and passive immorality were measured (pilot, Studies 1, 4–9, 11–13). We also tested religion’s effect on active immorality in studies that measured active immorality (pilot, Studies 4, 5, and 8).

The analysis revealed a small and marginally significant positive relationship between global religious belief and passive immorality, $R_{pooled} = 0.08, SE_{pooled} = 0.05, 95\% \text{CI} [-0.01, 0.18]$, and a significant negative link between global religious belief and active immorality, $R_{pooled} = -0.18, SE_{pooled} = 0.04, 95\% \text{CI} [-0.27, -0.10].$ Moreover, religion showed a positive and significant relationship with passive immorality in studies where people judged their own behavior (Studies 8–9 and Studies 11–13), $R_{pooled} = 0.11, SE_{pooled} = 0.04, 95\% \text{CI} [0.03, 0.19].$ Religious belief led people to see their own passive immorality as permissible.

**Discussion**

This meta-analysis evaluated the evidence for our three central predictions. First, although there was no relationship between global religious belief and judgments of moral permissibility, there was a robust positive link between divine attributions and moral permissibility. There was also a negative link between the remaining variance in global religious belief and moral permissibility—once variance associated with divine attributions had been removed. Second, people were more likely to make divine attributions in passive versus active contexts, an effect that was larger for believers than for nonbelievers. And third, global religious belief negatively predicted active immorality but positively predicted passive immorality, especially with respect to their own passive immorality. Taken together, this meta-analysis supports the idea that religious people are more likely to

Divine Attributions and Moral Permissibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Observed Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>0.72 [0.52, 0.93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>0.14 [0.05, 0.23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3</td>
<td>0.10 [0.02, 0.17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>0.53 [0.46, 0.61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 5</td>
<td>0.58 [0.47, 0.69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 6</td>
<td>0.40 [0.23, 0.56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 7</td>
<td>0.17 [0.00, 0.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 8</td>
<td>0.38 [0.23, 0.53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R_{pooled} = 0.34, SE_{pooled} = 0.30, 95\% \text{CI} [0.30, 0.37].$ Figure 16. In fixed-effects meta-analyses, the unique effect of divine attributions predicted more permissive moral judgments, whereas the unique effect of global religious belief predicted less permissive moral judgments. The x axis represents effect size. Box size represents number of participants. Dashed line represents the line of null effect. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Religious Belief and Moral Permissibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Observed Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>0.09 [-0.12, 0.29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>-0.22 [-0.31, -0.13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>-0.11 [-0.18, -0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 5</td>
<td>-0.18 [-0.29, -0.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 6</td>
<td>-0.21 [-0.37, -0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 7</td>
<td>-0.08 [-0.24, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 8</td>
<td>-0.01 [-0.17, 0.14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R_{pooled} = -0.14 [-0.18, -0.09].$
make divine attributions for passive immorality, which makes these acts seem morally permissible.

**General Discussion**

Does God make you good, or does He help you justify immorality? We suggest that both alternatives are true, and that the link between religion and morality is more complex than once thought. Properties of religious belief such as supernatural monitoring and punishment may encourage prosociality (Johnson, 2005; Norenzayan & Shariff, 2008), but beliefs in divine intervention seem to encourage the rationalization of immorality, especially in cases of passive immorality when human agency is absent. The present research provides support for this idea, revealing that global religious belief has little zero-order association with moral judgment. Instead, divine attributions increase moral permissiveness, whereas global religious belief predicts stricter moral judgments once variance associated with divine attributions has been removed.

Thirteen studies—and an internal meta-analysis—reveal evidence supporting three key predictions. Our first prediction was that people who make divine attributions for immoral acts see them as more permissible (Studies 1–3). Study 1 used self-report measures to show that divine attributions predict permissive moral judgment, whereas global religious belief predict stricter moral judgments once variance associated with divine attributions has been removed. Study 2 found that prayer group membership—a group-level proxy for divine attributions—positively predicts statewide crime rates whereas religious belief negatively but non-significantly predicts crime. Study 3 replicated the correlational link between divine attributions and moral permissibility with an experimental manipulation of divine attributions.

Our second prediction was that divine attributions for immorality should be most common in cases of passive immorality—when human agency is ambiguous—because these situations encourage people to infer God’s agency (Studies 4–7). Studies 4 and 5 revealed that passive (vs. active) immorality predicts divine attributions, which are linked to seeing other people’s transgressions as more morally permissible. Study 6 showed that this effect is strongest when God’s agency is salient via prayer, and Study 7 showed that the active-passive divide cannot be explained by differences in act severity.

Our third prediction was that, because believers can make divine attributions for passive immorality, they should be more likely than nonbelievers to perpetrate these acts (Studies 8–10). Study 8 found that believers are more likely to justify their past passive immorality compared with nonbelievers, an effect that is mediated by divine attributions. Studies 9 and 10 showed that religion is linked to two forms of real-world passive immorality: failing to perceive God’s agency (Studies 4–7). Studies 8–10 showed that religious belief predicts stricter moral judgments once variance associated with divine attributions has been removed. Study 2 found that prayer group membership—a group-level proxy for divine attributions—positively predicts statewide crime rates whereas religious belief negatively but non-significantly predicts crime. Study 3 replicated the correlational link between divine attributions and moral permissibility with an experimental manipulation of divine attributions.

Our second prediction was that divine attributions for immorality should be most common in cases of passive immorality—when human agency is ambiguous—because these situations encourage people to infer God’s agency (Studies 4–7). Studies 4 and 5 revealed that passive (vs. active) immorality predicts divine attributions, which are linked to seeing other people’s transgressions as more morally permissible. Study 6 showed that this effect is strongest when God’s agency is salient via prayer, and Study 7 showed that the active-passive divide cannot be explained by differences in act severity.

Our third prediction was that, because believers can make divine attributions for passive immorality, they should be more likely than nonbelievers to perpetrate these acts (Studies 8–10). Study 8 found that believers are more likely to justify their past passive immorality compared with nonbelievers, an effect that is mediated by divine attributions. Studies 9 and 10 showed that religion is linked to two forms of real-world passive immorality: failing to see God’s agency (Studies 4–7). Studies 8–10 showed that religious belief predicts stricter moral judgments once variance associated with divine attributions has been removed. Study 2 found that prayer group membership—a group-level proxy for divine attributions—positively predicts statewide crime rates whereas religious belief negatively but non-significantly predicts crime. Study 3 replicated the correlational link between divine attributions and moral permissibility with an experimental manipulation of divine attributions.

**Open Questions**

Although this paper contains a large number of studies with a diverse set of methodologies, many open questions remain. In this section, we discuss some of the most pressing.

**What is the true effect of religious belief on passive immorality?** In our field studies, global religious belief predicted parking badly and keeping library books long overdue (Studies 9 and 10). These results suggested a significant direct link between religious belief and passive immorality, which may have been mediated by divine attributions. However, Studies 4–7 showed no direct link between religious belief and passive immorality. At first, these results appear inconsistent—religion both does and does not encourage passive immorality—but this inconsistency can be resolved by considering the beneficiary of passive immorality. We suggest that global religious belief directly increases the moral permissibility of passive immorality for the self but not others.

Consistent with this idea, Study 8 found that people see self-serving immorality as permissible when they reflected on their own past behavior, even though this pattern was not evident in cases when people judged other people’s behaviors. These data are consistent with past evidence of religious hypocrisy—religious people often expect others to follow moral principles that they themselves do not follow (Batson, Kobrynowicz, Dinnerstein, Kampf, & Wilson, 1997; Valdesolo & Desteno, 2007; cf. Carpenter & Marshall, 2009).

**Do people only make divine attributions when it benefits them?** There are two potential reasons why the total effect of religion predicted passive immorality when people judged their own behavior, but not when they judged other people’s behavior. One is that people were more likely to make divine attributions when they stood to personally benefit from these attributions. The other is that people were less likely to think of religious values that encourage stricter morality (e.g., deontological thinking) when judging the self. We believe that the second of these possibilities is more likely. Passive immorality encouraged divine attributions equally in studies where people rated others (Studies 4 and 5) and themselves (Study 8). On the other hand, global religious belief decreased morally permissibility when they judged others, but had no effect on self-judgments. These effects suggest that divine attributions are not sensitive to people’s personal interests, while other elements of religion might be.

**Divine attributions or general determinism?** When people made divine attributions, they tended to adopt a more morally permissible frame of mind. Other work finds a similar increase in moral permissibility among people who see events of the world as predetermined rather than as a product of human will (Baumeister, Masicampo, & DeWall, 2009; Vohs & Schooler, 2008). Are these the same effect? One could argue that a universe with an intervening God is also a universe in which events are determined outside of people’s control. However, evidence suggests that divine attributions and determinism increase immorality for different reasons. Determinists do not deny the immorality behind bad actions, but only their responsibility for doing them (Schulz, Cokely, & Feltz, 2011), whereas making divine attributions actually leads people to claim that clearly harmful actions are morally justified. These differences suggest that divine attributions could license passive immorality regardless of whether belief systems encourage free will or are deterministic (e.g., Calvinism).

Evidence from our studies further distinguishes divine attributions from general religious determinism. In Study 1, our divine attributions questionnaire correlated only moderately with beliefs in an all-knowing, all-powerful God—suggesting that even an all-powerful God may not be seen as intervening in all events. In Studies 4 and 5, our divine attribution items were sensitive to the presence of human agency—which should be irrelevant if all human acts are ultimately preordained by God (i.e., in a divinely deterministic universe, all human acts are acts of God).
How would our findings generalize across cultures? Our results were obtained with Christians—would they replicate with believers from other religions? Many cultures believe that gods seldom intervene (e.g., Hadza people of Tanzania; Aranda culture of Australia), and so religious belief would probably not encourage divine attributions that facilitate passive immorality. Even within Judeo-Christian believers, there is substantial variance in how people conceive of divine agency (see Norenzayan, 2016), which would likely affect the link between religion and passive immorality.

Religions also vary across cultures in the moral character of their gods. The Judeo-Christian God is perceived as morally infallible (Heiphetz et al., 2016; Heiphetz et al., 2018), which is likely a significant factor behind our results. When God can do no wrong, then taking a wallet that God left for you to find seems morally permissible. Yet many other religions do not have a morally infallible high God (Botero et al., 2014). In fact, many other gods can trick and deceive people (e.g., the Norse god Loki or the Greek god Hermes), and we would predict different effects of divine attribution on moral permissibility for those who believe in these gods. Believing in a corrupt or deceiving god might even lead people to become morally stricter following divine attributions.

Our results could also vary cross-culturally by the extent to which cultures perceive fate as influencing people’s decisions (Leung & Bond, 2004; Leung et al., 2007). Previous research has shown that these “fate control” beliefs predict whether religious people see unexplainable events as part of a supernatural plan (Leung et al., 2007). Because passive immorality opens the door to supernatural agency, people in cultures with high fate control might be especially likely to justify and commit passive immorality.

How would our findings generalize to more severe transgressions? Many of our studies featured minor acts of immorality, such as keeping library books and parking poorly. Our vignette studies were somewhat more severe—academic cheating, lying to sell a house, and getting an unfair promotion at work—but a far cry from murder or genocide. Would our effects replicate for these more severe transgressions? On the one hand, divine attributions have resulted in some of the most tragic and gruesome acts in history, such as the Crusades, the Spanish inquisition, and the Salem Witch Hunts. However, these cases may be outliers, and people may be less willing to attribute immoral events to God’s will when they are very severe. Our own manipulation of severity (Study 7) suggests severity may not matter much in divine attributions—beyond its link to passiveness—but future research should investigate this idea.

Ambiguous agency or ambiguous patiency? In our paper’s opening scenario, Resse, Cally, and Lara do not know where the money in their couch has come from, which could prompt divine attributions. We have suggested that divine attributions result from a lack of clear human agency, but the couch dilemma lacks both agency and patiency—there was no clear victim harmed by keeping the money. Fortunately, our studies clarify this ambiguity, as Studies 4–7 manipulated only agency and kept constant the suffering of others. Nevertheless, future research should investigate the link between patiency and divine attributions.

Limitations

We also note three important caveats of the current research. External validity. First, many of our studies involved recall- or vignette-based paradigms using Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. This sample is arguably more diverse than students in university subject pools (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011), but still limits the generalizability of our findings, particularly across cultures. Our field and archival studies suggest that religious belief and divine attributions are linked to real-world outcomes, but more research is needed to identify the ecological boundaries of our effects.

Correlational design. Second, many of our studies are correlational, making causal claims difficult. However, Study 3 provides causal evidence that divine attributions impact moral permissibility, and our mediational models provide consistent evidence for the role of divine attributions in making passive immorality seem more permissible to religious believers. This makes it unlikely that covariates of global religious belief (e.g., gender, age, or education level) can account for the link between religiosity and passive immorality.

Multiple determination. Third, many of our studies—particularly our field studies—could have been multiply determined. Divine attributions are likely not the only reason why religiously decorated cars parked poorly, why religious books were more overdue, and why prayer group attendance was linked with state-wide crime. However, our findings do triangulate on a likely association between religious belief and passive immorality, which is at least partially accounted for by believers’ tendency to see God’s hand when there is no clear human cause behind a self-serving event. Although our methods and findings might be diverse, our hypotheses provide the most parsimonious explanation for the results that we observed.

Extensions and Implications

Religious prosociality and passive immorality. At first glance, our research seems at odds with popular theories of religion and the cultural evolution of large-scale cooperation (Brewer et al., 2017; Bulbulia, 2004; Norenzayan et al., 2016; Sosis & Alcorta, 2003; Wilson, 2010). In particular, they seem to contradict the idea that people’s awareness of a moralizing and watchful god increases prosociality (e.g., Johnson, 2016; Norenzayan et al., 2016). However, most research on the supernatural monitoring hypothesis uses only measures of active immorality, not passive immorality.

Although a full discussion of religious prosociality is beyond the scope of this paper (see Bloom, 2012; Galen, 2012; McKay & Whitehouse, 2015; Norenzayan et al., 2016 for different perspectives), there are at least two ways to reconcile our findings with theories that link religion with large-scale cooperation. One possibility is that religious belief in general encourages prosociality, while divine attributions in particular encourages immorality. Another possibility is that global religious belief might not directly encourage prosociality but coexists with other features of organized religion (e.g., rituals and stronger social norms) that do (see Gelfand, Harrington, & Jackson, 2017).

Practical implications. Intense debate surrounds whether religion is generally good or bad for humanity. Religious believers donate more than nonbelievers to charity (Brooks, 2006), volunteer more (Putnam & Campbell, 2010), and report greater community involvement (Youniss, Mclellan, Su, & Yates, 1999). However, religious belief also leads to wars, suicide bombings, and community segregation (Dawkins, 1997; Dennett, 2006; Harris, 2005; Hitchens, 2008; Jackson, Halberstadt, Jong, & Felman, 2015). Our research suggests...
that these two sets of facts are not as contradictory as they seem. When believers feel personally responsible for their own behavior, religion could lead to many benefits, but when believers make divine attributions for their behavior, religion could lead to hostility, discrimination, and even violence. At the very least, our research suggests that pundits and policymakers should consider the role of personal agency when discussing the impact of religion.

**Conclusion**

Thirteen studies and a meta-analysis expose the complexity inherent in the contentious question: “Does God make us good?”—or more specifically “Does religion make us moral?” The answer depends on how “religion” is defined. Divine attributions are associated with permitting and perpetrating immorality, but other elements of religious belief are associated with moral rectitude. The impact of religion on morality also depends upon how “morality” is defined: religion may discourage active immorality but may encourage passive immorality. These findings synthesize a wealth of past research on religion and morality and help us understand why both saints and sinners invoke God when explaining their actions. In our studies, perpetrators of passive immorality did not see their harmful behavior as wrong; they were merely accepting God’s beneficence when they capitalized on the suffering of others. Bear these results in mind the next time you find a lost wallet on the street. Remember, the money inside is not God’s to give, and it is not yours to take.
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Appendix A

Divine Attributions Scale

1. When a person of faith gets diagnosed with terminal cancer, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing doctors to help the person
   b. Makes sure that the person gets the best doctors for their treatment
   c. Directly rids the person's body of cancer

2. When a person of faith is struggling to pay rent, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to work independently to make more money
   b. Makes sure the person finds a good job, with which they can pay off their rent
   c. Directly deposits money into the person's bank account

3. When a person of faith is struggling with depression, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to resolve their mental illness independently
   b. Makes sure the person is contacted by the best mental health professionals possible
   c. Directly rids their brain of mental illness

4. When a person of faith is searching for a romantic partner, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to explore the dating pool
   b. Makes sure that the person meets many potential matches
   c. Directly pairs the person with their soulmate

5. When a person of faith wants to win an award, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to work hard for their award
   b. Makes sure the person meets the awards committee before they make their decision
   c. Directly ensures that the person wins the award

6. When a person of faith wants to buy a house, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to seek out the best house for them
   b. Makes sure that the person works with an effective real-estate agent
   c. Directly matches the person with the perfect house

7. When a person of faith has some items stolen from them, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to recover or replace the items
   b. Makes sure that the person finds clues about the theft, allowing them to recover the items
   c. Directly restores the items to the person's house

8. When a person of faith is looking for a job, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to actively job-search
   b. Makes sure that the person's resume is viewed by interested businesses
   c. Directly ensures that the person finds their dream job

9. When a person of faith is hoping to have a child, God ________________
   a. Doesn't directly intervene, allowing the person to try conception with their partner
   b. Makes sure that the person and their partner are both fertile, so that they can conceive
   c. Directly and immediately arranges for conception

(Appendices continue)
10. When a person of faith wants to lose weight, God

a. Doesn’t directly intervene, allowing the person to exercise and eat better
b. Makes sure that the person finds an effective personal trainer who can help them
c. Directly removes fat from the person’s body, and restores muscle

Appendix B

Passive and Active Immorality Vignettes

Passive 1

Jim has worked hard at his company for three years and is well-regarded, but has not yet received a promotion. Jim desperately hopes to be promoted. One Monday, Jim’s boss calls for a meeting. He tells Jim that the company’s operations manager has been fired for drinking on the job and offers Jim the position. Jim is friends with the operations manager, and knows that he does not usually drink. But he keeps his doubts to himself and accepts the position.

Active 1

Jim has worked hard at his company for three years and is well-regarded, but has not yet received a promotion. Jim desperately hopes to be promoted. He knows that he is directly in line for the operations manager’s position, so one day he plants a bottle of liquor in the operations manager’s desk and leaves an anonymous tip with his boss. His operations manager is fired and Jim gets the job.

Passive 2

David is still in love with his high school sweetheart, Rebecca. They had dated in college but then she left him for another man. He desperately wants her back. One day, she knocks on his door. She tells him that she is getting married the next day, but is having doubts about the arrangement. David convinces Rebecca to give their relationship another chance, and he helps her avoid her family and partner before the wedding.

Active 2

David is still in love with his high school sweetheart, Rebecca. They had dated in college but then she left him for another man. He desperately wants her back. He discovers through mutual friends when she is getting married, and finds her the day before the wedding as she is leaving work. He pleads with her to talk with him and threatens to hurt himself if she ignores him. Eventually, he convinces her to postpone her wedding and give their relationship another chance. After she relents, he helps her avoid her family and partner.

Passive 3

Taylor is studying for a very important exam, which she is afraid she will fail. In a state of anxiety, she schedules an appointment with her TA, hoping that he can help her pass. The TA shows Taylor a copy of the previous year’s test along with the correct responses. When Taylor takes the exam, she notices that the questions are identical to those from last year. She receives an A, and does not raise the issue with her professor.

Active 3

Taylor is studying for a very important exam, which she is afraid she will fail. In a state of anxiety, she schedules an appointment with her TA, hoping that he can help her pass. Then, while her TA is in the restroom, Taylor notices a copy of the exam and stuffs it in her purse. Taylor gets an A on the exam, after memorizing the answers to the stolen copy.

Passive 4

Ginny needs a new car. Her commute to work has become increasingly difficult because her old car breaks down and has terrible gas mileage. Ginny desperately browses “for sale” listings but does not have the money to buy any of the models that meet her needs. One afternoon, she finds a perfect car for a low price. She immediately contacts the seller and buys it. Soon afterward, she reads about the arrest of a man who has been selling stolen vehicles online for low prices. She doesn’t investigate the matter further and she is not contacted by any authorities, but she suspects that she may have bought her car off this man.

Active 4

Ginny needs a new car. Her commute to work has become increasingly difficult because her old car breaks down and has terrible gas mileage. Ginny desperately browses “for sale” listings but does not have the money to buy any of the models that meet her needs. One afternoon, Ginny’s finds out about a man who has been reselling stolen cars for low prices. She contacts the man and buys a car that she could never have legitimately afforded.

(Appendices continue)
Passive 5
Sarah is a recent college graduate who is working at an unpaid internship. She has large student loans and is struggling to pay her bills. Eventually, Sarah cannot pay her rent any more, and is threatened with eviction. She desperately hopes for money. One day, she is walking home after work and finds an envelope with $10,000 on the sidewalk in front of a bank. Sarah takes the money, and uses it to pay her rent until she is offered a salaried job.

Active 5
Sarah is a recent college graduate who is working at an unpaid internship. She has large student loans and is struggling to pay her bills. Eventually, Sarah cannot pay her rent any more, and is threatened with eviction. She desperately hopes for money. One day, when she is at the bank, she notices an envelope full of money sticking out of a woman’s purse. Sarah takes the envelop, and finds that it contains $10,000. She uses it to pay her rent until she is offered a salaried job.

Passive 6
Martin is a homeowner who is moving out of town. Before he puts his house up for sale, an inspection reveals that his insulation is badly in need of repair, which would cost thousands of dollars to whoever buys the house. Martin discloses this information on his advertisement, and for months after, nobody expresses interest. Martin hopes desperately for a bite. Shortly afterward, a young couple makes a generous offer on the house. From their paperwork, Martin realizes that they did not notice the poor insulation, but he still accepts the offer.

Active 6
Martin is a homeowner who is moving out of town. Before he puts his house up for sale, an inspection reveals that his insulation is badly in need of repair, which would cost thousands of dollars to whoever buys the house. Martin discloses this information on his advertisement, and for months after, nobody expresses interest. Martin hopes desperately for a bite. Shortly afterward, Martin removes the information about the poor insulation, and young couple makes a generous offer on the house. When they ask Martin if they should be concerned about anything, he tells them they have nothing to fear.